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Introduction
For the ebXML Framework-based e-Trade to be facilitated, the standardization of electronic documents, electronic catalog and electronic payment, etc. should be realized. Among these issues, the standardization of electronic documents can be regarded as most urgent because electronic documents are used as the basis for the electronic catalog and electronic payment, trade settlement, etc. It is out of question that the standardization of electronic documents, electronic catalog and electronic payment, etc. are must for the ebXML Framework-based e-Trade to be facilitated. However, it is also well-known that standardization is not easy to achieve.
In the case of standardization of electronic documents in Korea, EDI was introduced with the implementation in the area of customs clearance 100% in 1995 by the Korean Customs Service and the standardization was consequently made with the result of developing 614 national standard electronic documents. However, there are many other areas that have not implemented EDI yet and the reduction of cost and improvement of enterprise competitiveness can be realized by implementing EDI and standardizing the electronic documents.
Another urgent area of standardization is electronic catalog. The GS1 Korea and the Korea e-Business Association should cooperate to establish ebXMLbased registry and sectoral ebXML-based registries for federation. The national single electronic catalog standardization can be rapidly implemented if the Public Procurement Service of Korea standardizes the electronic catalog and product classification scheme by aligning it with electronic procurement service and ISP through the procurement single window for the facilitation of G2B and B2B e-commerce For the ebXML Framework-based e-Trade to be facilitated, it is urgent for each country to implement and use national ebXML registry and standardize electronic documents, electronic catalog and electronic payment. In UNCEFACT, ebXML-based UN Central Registry & Repository is in the process of development; Japan and Canada are also implementing national ebXML-based central registries. Just as the Internet is globally interconnected for intercommunication, the global e-Trade is enabled by the federation(Connection and Communication) of ebXML-based registries at the country-level as well as at the sectoral level.
Our Approach
For the e-Trade to be facilitated, the VAN-EDI infrastructure established with the government leadership should be utilized and the improvement of Internet-based trade process and establishment of user system should be made for the improvement of efficiency of the comprehensive trade automation program. This can be accomplished by facilitating the use of ebXML Framework-based e-Trade system and the international standard development and use of the ebXML-based standard electronic documents. In other words, enterprises can improve internal business process, connect to the external organizations and trading partners easily and exchange various information through the Internet by using the standard The UMM is the formal methodology for describing any Open-EDI scenario as defined in ISO/IEC 14662, Open-EDI Reference Model. The Open-Reference Model is depicted in Figure 2 .
Examples of an Open-EDI scenario are purchasing and inventory management. The primary scope of the UMM is to provide "a perspective of business transactions limited to those aspects regarding the making of business decisions and commitments among Persons, which are needed for the description of a business transaction".
The UMM provides a procedure for specifying (modeling) collaborative business processes (= business collaborations) involving information exchange in a technology-neutral, implementationindependent manner. Specifications related to the Open-EDI Functional Service View are mostly outside the scope of the UMM. Hence, the BOV of a process defines the requirements placed on the information technology products and services chosen to implement the process described by the Open-EDI scenario.
The UMM uses four (4) primary views for structuring modeling activities, all of which are contained within the BOV. The UMM is organized into the following views so that each business process and information model can be viewed from a number of perspectives. Each view is briefly described as follows:
The Business Domain View (BDV) -the partitioning of business domain into business areas, process areas, and business processes. This view establishes the business context of the process which is a precursor to evaluating the likelihood of finding reusable, previously, defined, process descriptions or terminology in the UMM libraries.
The Business Requirements View (BRV) -the view of a business process model that captures the business scenarios, inputs, outputs, constraints and boundaries for business processes and their interrelationships within business process collaborations. This view is how the business domain expert sees and describes the process to be modeled. The BRV is expressed in the language and concepts of the business domain expert.
The Business Transaction View (BTV) -the view of a business process model that captures the semantics of business information entities and their flow of exchange between roles as they perform business activities. This view is an elaboration on the business requirements view by the business analyst and is how the business analyst sees the process to be modeled. This view uses the language and concepts of the business analyst to convey requirements to the software designer and the business domain expert.
The Business Service View (BSV) -the view of a business process model that specifies the component services and agents and their message (information) exchange as interactions necessary to execute and validate business collaboration. The BSV is expressed
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The modeler sees all the views and is responsible for documenting each 258 views in UML and preparing the output from one view for input to the next. Each UMM view produces a set of UMM models (deliverables) that are used as input to subsequent workflows.
The UMM User Guide illustrates a simplified overview of the use of the UMM. This overview is provided through the definition of 3 major work areas corresponding to the first 3 UMM views, i.e. Business Domain View (BDV), Business Requirements View (BRV) and Business Transaction View (BTV). Procedures within each of these work areas describe how to populate the worksheets. The worksheets help collect and organize the information needed to produce the minimum UMM models for that work area.
The 4th UMM view, the Business Service View (BSV) models are not defined in the UMM User Guide as a work area, as these can be determined as a result of completing the procedures outlined in each of the preceding work areas.
Each UMM User Guide work area is composed of a set of procedures which build on each other to define the minimum required UMM models for these 3 views. These procedures are based on the use of the worksheets that are used to create UMM models. A high-level overview of these worksheets and models can be seen in Figure 3 . Refer to the UMM Implementation Guide (to be developed) for the necessary guidance to provide the production rules that transform UMM models to: · Executable application software for the Business Service Interface · Business document payloads in the required specific messaging technology syntax. 2) Though there are on-going similar projects using semantic registries and ontology, it is first time for the registries to be tried.
3) Registry-based global e-Business has been proposed theoretically before, but has never been standardized. 1) The gap with the advanced nations is expected to be significantly reduced by accumulating various experiences in theory and implementation through the implementation of the approved de facto standard.
Target Technology Level after Standardization
2) By designing and proposing the semantic relationship management model, the technology gap with the advanced nations is expected to be insignificant.
3) It is expected that the technological advantage can be obtained in this area by proposing clear trade process verified by experts in theory, though global e-Business is conducted in diverse ways.
Standardization Objective and Contents

Research and Standard method
An ontology( business collaboration with REA(Resource-Event-Agent))for a business collaboration or for a business process would list the types of 'things' or objects that one would expect to see in a normal occurrence of a collaboration. The collaboration ontology used for UMM is called REA(Resource-Event-Agent), and is explained in
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Kim,Yong Jae simple overview terms . REA is a specification of the declarative semantics in a business collaboration(or more generally in a business process). Readers unfamiliar with REA terms may want to review this section. Most straightforwardly, this ontology gives an analyst a candidate set of top-down objects, in the form of a UML class diagram, to consider for use in the Business Requirements View phase of the UMM. The worksheet associated with REA analysis assumes that the collaboration being studied progresses through five phases from start to finish. The overall business process REA elements part of the worksheet includes a description of the following elements :
o Business Process Name: Name the overall business process being modeled from the BDV(Business Domain View) analysis. 
ISO Phases of a Business Process
Business process methods are illustrated in Figure 6 and explained below as they are adapted from the ISO Open-EDI model.
Figure 6. Phases of a Business Collaboration
From the ISO Open-EDI Model
The ISO Business Process Phases row headings divide the remainder of the worksheet into three columns: Planning/Identification, Negotiation, and Actualization/Post-Actualization.
The Activities Performed row asks for a preliminary list of the tasks needed to complete each of the ISO process phases. Eventually these may prove to be candidate Business Processes.
o Planning/Identification --Identify the activities involved in preliminary planning and the subsequent 1- Figure 11 was already elaborated. In UNCEFACT, ebXML-based UN Central Registry & Repository is in the process of development; Japan and Canada are also implementing national ebXML-based central registries. Just as the Internet is globally interconnected for intercommunication, the global e-Trade is enabled by the federation of ebXML-based registries at the country-level as well as at the sectoral level.
Standard Process and Contents
Also, this figure shows the architecture of the UN/CEFACT Central Registry and Repository being developed in UNCEFACT with the leadership of France, which is accompanied by the development of technical specification and pilot project.
The roles of ebXML Framework-based Central Registry and Repository are as follows. Kim,Yong Jae ) the Semantic relationship specification management model among registry concepts is shown. By creating specification and management model for specifying the meaning of electronic documents among the ebXML framework-based registries, a guideline for effective electronic business is developed for specifying the relationship among the components and electronic documents managed in the various registries and is to be submitted to the ISO JTC1 SC 32 for international standardization. ) provides a mechanism for heterogenous registries to interface one another for information sharing and interchange such as between ebXML registry and UDDI and is to be submitted to the ISO JTC1 SC 32 for international standardization.
To summarize the above explanations(Figure12) for the facilitation of e-Trade using the ebXML Framework-based international Central Registry and Repository, developing and using the Central Registry and Repository of each nation as well as developing and using the Central Registry and Repository of each sector in addition to the standardization of electronic documents, electronic catalog and electronic payment are necessary.
Effect of Global Standards of e-Trade Process
After successful completion of the global standards of e-Trade process, discrepancy among ISO and UNCEFACT member economies in their capacities for paperless trading will be mitigated. ISO and UNCEFACT member economies will be better prepared to engage in paperless trading one another.
Consequently, it is expected that trade volume among ISO and UNCEFACT member economies increase 3 to 5 times.
In Korea, KTNET (Korea trade network) is currently providing VAN-EDI service such as export and import area since 1994. In the world, about 10,000 companies out of 100,000 companies in USA and Korea(10%) are using VAN-EDI. They must pay about $2,000 for hardware, $350-$400 hardware maintenance and surcharge of 20cents per A4-size.
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Conclusion
The conclusion of this paper is that the ebXML Framework-based e-Trade system can be more widely used if the ebXML Framework-based e-Trade process and electronic documents are standardized and used instead of staying at the stage pilot test.
In UNCEFACT, ebXML-based UN Central Registry & Repository is in the process of development; Japan and Canada are also implementing national ebXML-based central registries. Just as the Internet is globally interconnected for intercommunication, the global e-Trade is enabled by the federation(Connection and Communication) of ebXML-based registries at the country-level as well as at the sectoral level if the ebXML-based central registry is implemented and federated one another in the future. In other words, when the central registry of each nation is federated with the the central registry of other nation and the sectoral registry in each nation is federated with other sectoral registries on the basis of the ebXML Framework, e-Trade is enabled.
And, if the ebXML Framework-based e-Trade system becomes easy to use, enterprise competitiveness will be enhanced by improving business process, reducing cost and saving time.
